Since the 1962 publication of Steamboating on the Missouri, scholars have waited for the next epic installment of Missouri River history from William Lass. The wait is over; with the publication of Navigating the Missouri, Lass once again provides a visual and literary cornucopia of western history.
Navigating the Missouri essentially picks up where Lass left off decades ago with his work on the upper reaches of the Missouri River. With the latest installment, Lass completes the story. In 12 detailed chapters Lass chronicles the evolution of transportation history and industrial and technological development as it literally moved upstream. In chapter one, "Nature's Highway," he explores the Missouri River as a natural thoroughfare into the nation's deepest interiors. This chapter is nicely partnered with chapter two, "The Lure of Technology," which applies the advancement of steam technology to a growing demand further inland as the upper Missouri fur trade developed. In chapters three, "Establishment of the Steamboat Trade, 1820-1836," and four, "The Booming Trade, 1837-1845," Lass carefully examines the development and impact of the expansion of the American fur trade into the Far West.
Chapters five, "The Expanding Frontier, 1846-1854," and six, "Railroads and New Frontiers, 1855-1860," represent Lass at his very best.
Missouri River history is essentially the story of the economic growth and development of a nation emerging as the new leader in a global economy. With the pounding of the golden spike in 1869, our nation changed forever as the transcontinental railroad all but obliterated the old notion of the American frontier. With the sudden ease of transmitting information, goods, and services across a vast continent, the American economy -and steamboating history on the Missouri Riverwere forever changed.
In chapters seven, "The War Years," and eight, "Ho! For the Mountains," Lass chronicles the disruption of the Missouri River economy during the Civil War, the discovery of gold in the mountains of what is now Montana, and the increased U.S. military presence on the High Plains. Chapter nine, "New Railheads on the Upper Missouri," follows the resulting progression of railheads moving further upriver and the impact on the communities along the way that depended on steamboating. Chapter ten, "The Upper River Boom, 1873-1879," brings those of us who are passionate about river history one last gasp at a revival of steamboat supremacy on the upper river. Chapters eleven, "End of Long Hauls on the Upper River, 1880-1887," and twelve, "The Last Years," wind down the story of steamboating on the Missouri.
Those intimately familiar with Lass's copious body of scholarly work will recognize much of the material gathered for this volume. In the past, those dedicated to seeking out the smallest detail of Missouri River history would search often obscure local and regional history journals to find a Lass steamboating article. With Navigating the Missouri, much of the previously published and often hard-to-get material has been beautifully reassembled into a seamless story. The volume has good maps, although more are always welcome in this type of volume. At times the density of the detail can overwhelm the story. Those minor criticisms aside, anyone living along the Missouri River can glean much from this volume. Aimed at scholars and lay people alike, the latest installment from Lass will not disappoint. 
